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Sample copy 

‘Anywhen’ art installation at Tate Modern: http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-
modern/exhibition/hyundai-commission/philippe-parreno-anywhen 

 

The Turbine Hall is transformed into an immersive experience, challenging 
your perception of time and space 

Prepare to have your senses activated and stimulated by a spectacular 
choreography of acoustics, sound lighting, flying objects and film, each 
connected to the other and playing their part in a far bigger score. Tate’s 
Turbine Hall becomes a universe of inter-related and connected events and 
parallel realities. Events will unfold anywhen.  

‘Anywhen’ is a site-specific exhibition that changes throughout the day and 
that will evolve during the six-month period of the commission. The exhibition 
is conceived as an automaton which guides the public through a constantly 
changing play of moving elements, light configurations and sound 
environments. The artist states that ‘the exhibition is a construction of 
situations or sequences in a non-linear narrative’. 

The commission responds to the Turbine Hall’s position at the centre of the 
museum, an open space connected to the city itself. The artist combines 
aspects of chance and control: the sequences of events are triggered by 
software which is informed by micro-organisms. These react to and activate 
elements of the commission through a bioreactor visible at the far end of the 
Turbine Hall. 

 



 

 

Photo examples of lighting: showing close-up and complete shots 

 



 

 

NSAA prompt questions (for teacher) – record for assessment purposes 
 

1. Can you explain the correct voltage required for the bulbs, 
buzzer and motor to operate safely? 

 
2. Why do the bulbs all remain at the same level of brightness as 

each other whatever the voltage or number of batteries? 
 
3. Do you have to use a certain number of batteries or is it the 

voltage that is important? 
 
4. What will happen if we put too great an amount of power 

through the circuit? 
 

5. Can you explain how the bulbs work? Why do they light up? 
 

6. Can you explain how the buzzer works? Why does it make a 
noise? 

 

7. Can you explain how the motor works? Why does it move? 
 

8. Can you explain how the switch works? 
 

9. How could customers create other effects (beyond those the 
product is designed for) in terms of brightness, volume and 
speed of the components? 

 

10. Can we have the installation turned on indefinitely, (if we 
plugged it into the mains)? 

 



 

 

Glossary 

 Chn – Children 

 NSAA – ‘National Sensory Art Association’ 

 Gp – Group/s 

 H/W - Homework 

 


